the INTEGRATED BUSINESS & ENGINEERING PROGRAM
unites students and knowledge in two of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville’s outstanding academic colleges, the Haslam College of Business and the Tickle College of Engineering.

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

• Effective problem-solving for a variety of systems, with an emphasis on how decisions affect the entire organization

• Communication skills that will allow you to lead others in implementing effective solutions

• Big picture perspective generated from collaborative experiences, extensive mentoring opportunities with executives, and industry exposure
Apply learning with joint business and engineering CAPSTONE projects and real world case studies

Receive an annual $1,000 scholarship Attend distinguished alumni and leadership seminars

Combine in-depth strategy and decision making processes

Tour manufacturing facilities

Apply learning with joint business and engineering CAPSTONE projects and real world case studies

Transcripts denote participation in program

Receive individual mentorship with executives

LEARN MORE AT INTEGRATE.UTK.EDU

Applications are accepted from first-year students in their second semester, starting in January. Information sessions will be held in the fall and spring semesters. Visit the website for schedules and more information.

The Integrated Business and Engineering Program was created by Ralph Heath, EVP, Lockheed Martin Corp. (Retired), and is generously supported through the Heath Endowments.